fire-extinguishers to theerigine-room, pull the emergency fuel stops, close off all
extractor fans and vents, go in to the engine room and attack the base of the fire.

(Q) What should you never let happen?

(a) You should never let the fire get between you and the exit

,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Q) You have taken your vessel into the dry-dock for a paint and a fire has broken
out in the accommodation, what are you going to do?
(a) If its a small fire then use an extinguisher and put it out

(Q) The fire is out of control, what are you going to do now?
(a) Sound the general alarm and get everyone to their muster stations and also
inform the port authorities as their employees are all trained in fire-fighting as well
as getting the port authorities to call for the fire brigade

(

(Q) Can you tackle the fire?
(a) As your in dry-dock you won't have access to water to pump the water to your

main fire hoses

(Q) The fire-engines are away to a big farm fire 15 miles away and it will be 3 hours
before they can attend to your vessel, what are you going to do now?
.
(a) With the help of the shore party you can connect a universal coupling so you can
charge your main fire hydrants with water and then use your own fire hoses to fight
this fire

(
(Q) A major fire has started in the engine room and your C02 did not activate, how
can you put this fire out?
(a) By sealing off the area, stopping the fans, close off all vents, and pulling the fuel
stops, then boundary cooling with either the hand emergency pump or the
emergency pump located forward in the vessel powered off the spare engine

(Q) A major fire has started in the engine room and you have no fixed fire fighting

systems on your vessel, how are you going to put this fire out?
(a) By starving it of air/fuel, close all vents/flaps close all doors into the engine
room and pull the emergency fuel stops

(Q) Where are your emergency fuel stops located at?

(

going to do?
(a) Get out of there and find out why it went off

(Q) Is it possible for the fixed fire fighting system to go off by itself?
(a) Yes
(Q) If C02 activated itself into an engine room, is it safe?

(a) No its a gas and would kill you if you breathed it in and as its a gas it could
explode

(Q) Where is your fixed fire fighting controls at in your vessel?

(a) Look to see where they are at

(Q) The fixed fire fighting system has an alarm that goes off when the door is
opened, can you hear the alarm throughout your vessel?
(a) You should be able too

(Q) You activate C02 fixed fire fighting system into the engine room and it put the
fire out, you now ventilated the engine room, what dangers for personnel going into
the engine room?
.
(a) There will still be C02 gas in the bilges

(Q) How do you get rid of the C02 in the bilges?

(a) Pump your bilges

(Q) The vent/extractor fan in the galley, what dangers with these?

(a) A fire starting in the pipe behind the fan

(Q) How often do you clean them?
(a) It should be pretty often

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Q) Freon gas that is used for freezing on ships are they safe?

(a) They are the safest form of gas for freezing
(Q) Is freon gas heavier or lighter than air?
(a) Heavier

(a) You need to look in your own vessel and find this answer out, its also in your
record of particulars

(

(Q) How do you prevent a fire from starting on your vessel?
(a) By keeping it spotless, no oily rags, no oil spills, no bare electrical wires,
batteries boxed in a steel box, extractor fans cleaned often especially the one in the
galley, no smoking, keep bilges dry, never leave chip pans unattended, fit fire
seJ}sors, fit CCTV, fit a save all to prevent fuel oil spillages, have plenty fire fighting
equipment, know how to operate fire fighting equipment, have self contained
breathing apparatus onboard, have an isolator switch just outside the galley, never
leave electric blankets on unattended, don't put clothes over heating appliances to
dry, have a fire plan (this should be part of a muster drill), do more fire drills so
your crew know what they have to do

(Q) A deep fat fryer, are they completely safe?
(a) No some of the older models only have one thermostat inside it and if the
thermostat became faulty the chip pan would over heat and catch fire

(

(Q) What type of extinguisher would you use on a diesel fire?
(a) A foam extinguisher

(Q) You had a major fire in your engine room and you sealed off the engine room
and activated your C02 fixed fire fighting system, but how do you know if the fire is
out?
(a) Feel for any heat

(Q) There is no heat, how long before you can enter the engine room?

(

(a) You will not enter the engine room, why would you want to go into the engine
room, after a big fire everything will be damaged so get a tow ashore and get the
fire brigade to ventilate the C02 out of there, they are the professionals

(Q) What precautions would you take before fighting a fire?
(a) Can I tackle this size of fire, is there any pressurized containers near the fire
source, do you know what is causing the fire - can it explode, do you have the fire
fighting equipment to fight this type of fire, is the fire giving off toxic fumes

(Q) What would you do if the fire alarm went off?

(a) Make for the muster station


(Q) Your in the engine room and the fixed fire fighting alarm went off, what are you

~

(Q) Where would the gas sensor be placed for freon in the engine room?
(a) Right below ~e freon pump

(Q) A major fire has taken control of the vessel and the C02 has not put it out, the
skipper has ordered the crew to abandon ship, you have lost one of two Life raft's,
you cannot access the second Life raft's because the fire is between you at it,
another vessel is close by, what can you do now?
(a) Get the other vessel to come alongside and launch one of his Life raft's and pass
it over to you

Large fire in your vessel in the Drydock
(Q) You're vessel is in the drydock for repairs/paint, a fire starts in the cabin, what

are you going to do?

..

(a)

Alert the port authorities/ coastguard
Sound the General alarm and get everyone to the muster points
Get the fire extinguishers and try and extinguish the fire
(Q) The fire is out of control, what will you do now?

(a) Phone for the fire-brigade as well as contacting the port authorities for help
(Q) The fire brigade is away to a big farm fire and it will be at least 2 hours before

they can get to your vessel, what will you do now?
(a) Get the port autorities personnel and your own crew to tackle the fire with the
hoses
(Q) How can you get water to your hoses, your vessel is in the drydock and there is
no water in the drydock?
(a) By using the shore connection and a universal coupling connected into your
own ships connection, so now your vessel is armed with water to fight the fire with,
then go in with caution with the hoses set on spray module, boundary cooling as
your enter the cabin

Accidents at Sea

('

Accidents at are all too common, not long ago the statistics was that
96% of all accidents at sea was caused by HUMAN ERROR.
The M.C.A. has upped the standard and regulations of safety and that
that figure is gradually falling, it need not be like this.

(
Man overboard, collision, grounding, fire, falling between the pier and
the vessel, machinery can all account for the fatalities and accidents
that happen on vessels
Care and caution is all that's required, ask yourself these questions;
(1) How much danger is there for me doing this job?

(2) If I'm skipper, would I do the job that I wanted the crew to do?

(3) Is there safety areas for me to go to ifl need it?
(4) Is the weather too poor to work in?
if your answer to any ofthe above is "YES" then stop what your doing,
it's your life and money cannot replace it, if your dead, no-one can
bring you back to life.

(

"Ify0ll!wo....!~t:!~b()'ll~ doing it, DON'T DO IT"

Helicopter Rescue & M. C. A. Oral questions
When your in difficulties at sea for some reason, injured crewman, vessel sinking,
vessel on fire, vessel aground or for some other reason, the crews of the rescue
helicopters are always at hand, it would have to be some extreme reason before
they could not come to your aid (Fog Bound)
These men risk there lives to save yours, so false alerts should be avoided at all
costs, putting out a false Mayday, could endanger someone else life.
If another vessel puts out a Mayday and you put out a false Mayday, and the
helicopter comes to your vessel, you will land off in court and heavily fined and
probably given a prison sentence

-
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(Q)Why are you not standing-by the oilrig, do you have to go to a Mayday?
(a)Yes, you have to go to a Mayday, unless you're endangering your crew and
vessel, or if it's to far away, or if the On Scene Commander (O.S.C.) has stood you
down because there is enough vessels in the area.
(Q)While your fast rescue craft (F.R.C.) are at the helicopter, you have a major fire
in the engine room and the fire has disabled all your hydraulic system, how will you
get the fast rescue craft with the casualties back onboard your vessel?
, (a) If you have no means to winch them back onboard, then you will need to escort
them back to the oilrig, where doctors and medics will be waiting for the casualties
(Q)There is a vessel making way coming to close to the oilrig, and you've called
them up but are not getting any response from them, what are you going to do?
(a)Make for the vessel and while alongside them sound your whistle several times
to try and get his attention. (5 or more short and rapid blasts which means I'm
unsure of your intentions).
(Q)You are still getting no response from the other vessel, what are you going to
do?
(a)Try and nudge the other vessel with your own vessel so it alerts someone on the
vessel
(Q)The skipper of the other vessel calls you up, and says he is sorry but his watch
had fell asleep, what are you going to do now?
(a)Take note of the vessels name and port and his registration and log it in the
Official log-book as well as making an entry into an LR.F. (Incident Report Form)
and send it to the M.A.LB.(Marine Accident Investigation Branch)

Food Hygiene - Questions associated with MGN 20 Health and Risk
Assessment
(Q) You crew are all down with food poisoning and your the last one standing, you
also ate what the others had, what are you going to do?
(a) Stop the vessel, put up your Not Under Command lights (N.U.C.) and put out a
Mayday, if you have eaten the same food as the rest of the crew then your going to
get food poisoning also, therefore there will be no-one to command the ship (not
under command)

(Q) You got your vessel back into harbour and your vessel was inspected, they
found cockroaches in the food-lockers, what do you have to do next?
(a) Clean out the food lockers and dispose of them safely, then disinfect the area
with bleach to get rid of any bugs the wash the area again with some anti bacterial
cleaning agent
(Q) Do you have any documentation to fill up regarding this incident?
(a) Yes, the M.A.LB. Incident Report Form (LR.F.) as well as the Official Log Book
(inspection of food and water)

l

The initial cost of bringing a helicopter to your vessel is high, but do not think
about this cost if you need the services of the rescue helicopter, I personnely spoke
to a coastguard personnel, who told me to tell seafarers, if you need the coastguard
then ask, that's what they are there for
A rescue helicopter has an average distance out of about 250 n.m and if there is
any OiIrigs en-route, then they can stop they to refuel, making his distance even
further
....
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Information the rescue helicopter will require is as follows;
(1) Position
(2) Name and registration number of vessel

(3) Nature of distress
(4) Your speed
(5) Your course
(6) The forecast in your area
(7) What radios you have onboard
(8) Do you have distress rockets/hand held flares on your vessel

(

Contact with the rescue helicopter is usually on Vhf 16 and his call sign will be
RESCUE HELICOPTER followed by 3 numbers
(E.g.) Rescue Helicopter 137

High line manoeuvres
'When a helicopter comes to your assistance you should do the
following
(1) Listen to the captain of the helicopters orders
(2) Speed should be between

5 - 10 knots
(3) If your engaged in fishing do not haul your net!3, this slows your vessel sheer
(4) Try and put the wind 300 off your port bow
(5) Once this achieved hold this course unless instructed to do otherwise
(6) Clear the decks of obstacles
(7) Have men ready for the high line wire
(8) Never make the wire fast to your vessel, coil it into a plastic basket
(9) Have 3-4 men pull on the wire and try and keep it tight
(10) Do not touch the wire till it earths in the sea, its full of static electricity

(

M.C.A. Oral exam Question
(Q)You're Skipper aboard an oil-tender and at stand-by alongside an oilrig, when
you hear a Mayday from a helicopter who has crashed into the sea 10 miles away
from you, what are you going to do?
(a)Ifthe weather permits, then launch your fast rescue craft (F.R.C.) and inform
the oilrig that you're going to assist the helicopter

(,

(Q) How clean is your cook?
(a) Most cooks that I've seen are clean but tell him how your cook is
(Q) How often does he clean the galley/mess deck?
(a) It should be before and after every meal
(Q) What does he clean the dining table down with?
(a) It should be with some anti bacterial disinfectant
(Q) How often does he change his dish clothes?
(a) After he has used them"" after every meal
(Q) How many knives does your cook have to prepare his meals with?
(a) He should have separate knives for fresh - frozen and cooked foods, never use
the same knife for cook/frozen, frozen/fresh, cooked/fresh
(Q) Your freezer/fridge, what temperatures are they set at?
(a) Your fridge should not be set higher than +5 degrees and your freezer must be
atleast-18 degrees
(Q) You have a cooked chicken and a frozen piece of beef, what goes on the top

shelf of the fridge?
(a) The cooked chicken, you cannot put the frozen piece of beef in the fridge or you
will get cross contamination
(Q) So what are you going to do with the frozen piece of beef, you need to defrost
it?
(a) Defrost it at room temperat1!re for 24 hours
(Q) Why should any hold be kept clean?

(a) In case you load any food substances into it (including fishing vessels)
(Q) How do you clean your fish holds/tanks or Cargo holds?

(a) Best way is with a steam hose or a power hose
Footnote from Author:- While at sea we went to the aid of the personnel of the
Piper Alpha Oilrig, this was a major disaster, where 167 men lost their lives, doing a
risk assessment could have prevented this from happening, you have to keep doing
risk assessments on an ongoing basis to prevent accidents like this from happening
again (HUMAN ERROR counts for most accidents)
Remember to report any incident to the M.A.tB. as well as your insurance
company

You've spotted a red distress Flare
(Q) "Whilst on a voyage, you have spotted a red distress flare, what are
you going to do?
(i) Take a Compass Bearing of the flare and not it down (Convert this to a True
Bearing)
(ii) Take the LatfLong of the ships position
(iii) Sound the General alarm of 7 short blasts followed 1 prolonged blast on the
ships whistle

(iv) Alter course Towards the flare
(v) Inform the Skipper/Captain and relate all the information to him
(vi) Make sure all your radios are on the distress frequencies (they should always be
left on distress frequencies)
(vii) If no Mayday then it's up to you to Relay a Mayday (Mayday Relay - Mayday
Relay - Mayday relay)
(viii) Inform the crew at the muster station to get all lifesaving/fire-fighting and
portable pumps made ready
(ix) Post look-outs around the vessel
, (x) The mate should now observe the radar looking for a target
(Q) What information would you expect from the Coastguard?
(a) A S.I.T.R.E.P. (Situation Report) and any information about the E.P.I.R.B. or
any S.A.R.T.'s
(Q) You arrived in the area, what would you expect to see?
(a) A vessel or at least a life raft(s) / E.P.I.R.B / life rings / debris and oil

(
(Q) The vessel has went down but why did the E.P.I.R.B. manage to

launch itself?
(a) Because of the hydrostatic release
(Q) How many hydrostatic releases do you have in your vessel?
(a) One on each life raft and one on the E.P.I.R.B.
(Q) There's no life raft's there what will you do now?
(a) Inform the Coastguard and then stop the vessel alongside the E.P.I.R.B. and
switch on the video plotter and make an event mark an the screen and start to plot,
after 5 minutes you'll see the way the wind/tide is taking your vessel, this is the first
section of your search
(Q) What types of searches can you do?
(a) There are many searches including
(i) An Expanding Square Search

(ii) A sector Search
(iii) A Parallel search with one or more vessels
(iv) A 90 0 parallel search with one vessel (Used by oilrig's and is very effective)

(

You'll be asked to do searches (i) (il) & (iii)
(Q) A Parallel search how can this be done with one vessel?
(a)

(Q) How do you do a Parallel search with two boats?
(a)

If asked to do a search with 3 or more vessels, the extra vessel(s) will take the next
berth while doing a parallel search and all vessels must go in the same direction
initially
(Q) How do you do an Expanding Square Search?
(a)

(Q) How do you do a Sector Search Pattern?
(a)

(Q) How do you do the 90 0 search pattern?
(a)

(

(Q) What advantage is there with a 900 search pattern?
(a) You cover the expected area of a search quicker

(
STABILITY NOTES FOR MASTERS AND MATES ORALS EXAM

Make sure you know whats in the stability book before going for an Oral Exam
Most vessels have a stability book and a common question from the captains is
what are the loading conditions in a stability book, this can vary for different
vessels, best to have a look and see how many loading conditions you have, this is
an example
(1) The bare vessel without any stores or weights before going to sea
(2) The vessel loaded ready to go to sea

(3) Fishing vessels when they arrive at their fishing ground
(4) When they finish their fishing trip with 20% maximum catch onboard before
leaving the fishing grounds

(
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(5) Before they arrive in harbour with 20% maximum catch
(6) When they finish their fishing trip with 100% maximum catch onboard before
leaving the fishing grounds
(7) Before they arrive in harbour with 100% maximum catch

Every vessel must check their vessels if taking a heavy load onboard to make sure
the vessel does not become top heavy, making the Centre of Gravity to rise up
maybe above the Metacentre giving the vessel a capsizing lever.
Caution must be maintained regarding a vessels stability when working North in
winter months, Ice accretion can easy catch an experienced seaman out, never let
ice accumulate on your vessel, this will give you an angle of loll.

Cargo vessels have to make sure they can carry any materials by working out the
area they have in their hold and working out the mass of the material they're going
to be taking aboard to make sure they can take that material, every material has
different masses
Fresh water has a mass of 1.ooot per metres cubed
Sea water has a mass of 1.025t per metre cubed
These figures are important for summer and winter loadlines on cargo vessels
While coming into port with a fresh water river, if the vessel has been loaded up to
her maximum loadlines in a port that has sea water she will sink in a port with
fresh water.

If your doing modifications to your vessel, get a stability captain down to make sure
your vessel is safe to go to sea, your altering the vessels stability, you might capsize.

A lot of vessels have been lost because of the effects of F.S.E.(Free surface effect)
F.S.E. makes your vessels GM smaller and is very dangerous
Try this for a demonstration ofF.S.E.
Place a half full plastic lemonade bottle on the flat of your hand
don't grip the bottle and let the liquid move slowly
It will fall off your hand
Imagine what this does to a vessel!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Keep F.S.E. to a minimum.
Keep all water tight doors and hatches closed while at sea.
Keep the bilge's dry.
Never let freeing ports to become blocked.
When at sea, never turn your vessel with any quantity of water on your deck.

I

You have to now the stability criteria for your vessel,
(1) Area under curve up to 30 degrees not less than 0.055 metres radians
(2) Area under curve up to 40 degrees not less than 0.09 metres radians
(3) Area between 30 and 40 degrees not less that 0.03 metres radians
(4) Maximum Gz to occur at an angle not less than 25 degrees but maximum Gz
should occur at an angle exceeding 30 degrees
(5) Initial GM not less than 0.35 m for fishing vessels and 0.15 metres for merchant
navy vessels
A radian equals 57.3 degree's

Stability Definitions
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Centre of Gravity
A point on the vessel through which all forces ofgravity act vertical
downwards

(

Forces of Graphic
All forces ofgravity acting vertically downwards
Centre of Buoyancy
A point on the vessel through which all forces of buoyancy act vertically
upwards equal to the water displaced
Forces of Buoyancy
A floating body experiences an upward force equal to the water it
displaces
Metacentre
A point on the centre-line of a vessel through which all the forces of
buoyancy pass when the vessel is heeled
Righting Lever
When the vessel is heeled by an external force, the centre of
buoyancy/centre ofgravity are not in the same line, now a horizontal
distance exists, the buoyancy pushing the vessel upright (the righting
leverGz)

.(

Metacentric Height
The distance fro~ the Centre of Gravity to the Metacentre (G.M.)
Height ofthe Metacentre
The distance from the Keel to the Metacentre (K.M.)
Displacement
Is the total weight of the vessel equal to the water it displaces
(Displacement

= Lightship + deadweight
(

Draught
The vertical distance from the Keel to the waterline
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Freeboard
The vertical distance from the waterline to the lowest deck-edge
---...... ....._.....
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Under keel allowance
The
, distance from the keel to the seabed
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Trim
This is the difference between the fore and aft draughts

Mean Draft
This is the forward and aft draft added together and divided by the
number 2
-_--.... ..._-----_....-----.. - .--......
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Stable Equilibrium
This is when a vessel has a positive righting lever (G below M)
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Neutral Equilibrium
This is when the vessel has no righting lever (G & M together) (Danger
of Capsize)
Unstable Equilibrium
This is when the vessel has a negative righting lever (G above M)
(Capsizing lever)
StiffVessel
This is a vessel with a very large righting lever (G near the Keel)
Tender Vessel
This is a vessel with a vessel small righting lever (G very near M)
Angle of Loll
This is a vessel that is initial unstable but when heeled has a vessel
small righting lever (Very dangerous condition, get rid of any weights
on deck either by putting it overboard or down into the hold) (Caution
watch an angle of loll through ice accretion, always take the ice off all
rigging first the from the high side and push it towards the low side
giving you a bigger list but your forces of buoyancy work harder to keep
your vessel upright)
list
A list is caused by you moving anything on the vessel to one side

Curve of Statical Stability
this is a curve that shows the following:
(1.) angle of maximum stability
(2.) maximum g.z.
(3.) the righting lever at any angle
(4.) angle ofvanishing stability
(5.) the range of stability .
(6.) angle where deck-edge immersion begins
, (7.) the amount of dynamic stability a vessel has
(8.) the point of contra flexure
(9.) the angle of inclination
(10.) the initial g.m.
(11.) the radians for that vessel
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Stability
This is an act ofkeeping the vessel stable
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Transverse or Statical Stability
The vessels ability to return to the upright position

(

Reserve Buoyancy
This is the volume of air trapped in a watertight space above the
waterline
Centre of Floatation
This is the centre ofthe water-plane area of a vessel at any draught
- .-....
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Deadweight
This is the cargo, stores water, fuel that you've taken aboard
.. ----.--..- ....
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light Displacement
The total weight of the vessel, machinery etc that stays on the vessel and
cannot be moved, (stores, fuel water etc not included)
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Lightship
The total weight of the vessel, machinery etc that stays on the vessel and
cannot be moved, (stores, fuel water etc not included)
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A righting moment or a moment of statical stability
The total weight X the righting lever (Gz)
A moment
A moment = weight x distance
Loaded weight regarding the centre ofgravity
When a weight is loaded onto a vessel the centre of gravity moves
towards it

\

Discharged weight regarding the centre ofgravity
When a weight is discharged from a vessel the centre ofgravity goes
back to where it was before the weight came on board (Opposite
direction from where the weight was placed at on the vessel)
Shifted weight regarding the centre ofgravity
When a weight is shifted on a vessel the centre ofgravity moves from
where the weight was to the weights new position
DYnamic stability
The amount ofwork taken to bring a vessel back to its upright position
Range of positive stability
This is on a curve of statical stability, where the curve starts on the
angle ofinclination to where the curve stops at the point of vanishing
stability
.
Angle ofvanishing stability
This is on the curve of statical stability and where the curve comes
down and has no (g.z.) ( + or - ) then this is where stability vanishes
Initial GM
This is on the curve of statical stability, on the angle of inclination at
57.3 degrees there is a radian line, and a tangent line which starts from
o degrees and leaves the first arc of the curve of statical stability and
where the tangent line and the radian line at 57.3 degrees meet then
this is the initial g.m.
Angle of Maximum stability
This is on the curve of statical stability, on the curve itself at the top of
the curve down to the angle of inclination and this is the angle of
maximum stability
Maximum GZ (on curve of static stability)
This is on the curve of statical stability, at the top of the curve look at
the distance on the scale (metres) and this is the maximum g.z.
Importance of adequate freeboard
With freeboard raised then this will give you
(1.) a greater range of stability
(2.) a greater range ofvanishing stability
(3.) a greater maximum g.z.
(4.) the maximum g.z. occurs at a greater angle
(5.) greater dynamic stability
Density
The mass of any object expressed in cubic metres
(i.e.) a dice is length x breadth x width =
Volume of displacement
This is where the vessel is equal to the water displaced and expressed in
cubic metres

(

Stability Formulas
KM=KG+GM
KG= KM-GM
GM=KM-KG
Gg1 = wxd
........W±w
"w" is the weight being loaded/discharged/shifted and "d" is the distance the centre
of gravity is going to move
"W" is the total weight of the boat and "w" is the weight being taken
onboard/discharged/ shifted

Table of Moments
To find the total moment for the item being used including the vessel, multiplying
the items weight by the items KG
(Weight x KG = Moment)

(

Find the moments first then - If all items are loadep, add all the weights together as
well as adding all the moments together, then divide the total weights by the total
moments to give you your new KG
Find the moments first then - If all items are discharged, subtract all the weights
from the vessels weight as well as subtracting all the moments from the vessels
moments, then divide the total weights by the total moments to give you your new
KG
Find the moments first then - If items are loaded/discharged, add all the weights
being loaded to the vessels weight then subtract the discharged weight from the
total loaded weight then all the loaded moments to the vessels moments then
subtract all the discharged moments from the total loaded moments, then divide
the total weights by the total moments to give you your new KG

(
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Example
Item
Vessel
Fuel
Stores
Grain (discharged)
Totals
Final Totals

Weight tonnes
discharged
loaded

metres
KG

2000 (+)
200 (+)
10 (+)

4·2
1.9

8400
380

3·9
3·4

39

2300
500 
1800

KG = Final weight
....... Final moment

500 (-)
500

Moment
loaded (+)

88 19
1700 

Moments
Moment
discharged (-)

1700
1700

2.li9.

(,

KG= 1800
.......7119

KG = 0.2528445 metres
KG = 0.253 (3 decimal figures)

More Formulas
Total Moment
Total Weight

Centre of Gravity =

M.S:S. is Moment of Statical Stability

M.S.S. = W x Gz

Gz

Where 0 is the angle of heel (0 Theta symbol)

GMSin0

T.P.C.=

1.024A..... Where (A) is the area of waterplane in Metres 2
100

Sinkage from SW to FW =

Sinkage =

Displacement inches
40TPI

F.W.A. x 1.025 - dock water inches
1.025 -1.000

GZ = KN - KG x Sine 0

Where 0 is the angle of heel (0 Theta symbol)

Always Add FSE to KG or Subtract FSE from GM

Stability Sums made easier

(

Drawing a stability problem makes it easier to understand
When working with a stability sum use the KG's for the vessels displacement and
the weight that's being loaded/discharged or shifted, forget the weights at the
moment
Draw a big "E" as follows and insert 4 dots.
Name the bottom dot "K"
I Name the middle dot "G"
Name the top dot "M"
Find if the weight being loaded/discharged is bigger than the vessels own KG or
below it, if its bigger then put gl above the vessels own KG, if less than the vessels
KG, then put gl below the vessels KG

M

..-----------------

H your loading a weight where

(

it :is pwed in the dra:wi:ng, add
your answel' of the sum 101' Ggl
to your Orlginal Kg

gl
H the weightwu below your Kg
line then yoll would Il'Uhtrad the
answer Gel from your orlginal

G

Kg

K

(
From the Keel lay off the distance for the vessels displacement (KG)
From the Keel lay off the distance for the weight loaded/discharged (Kg)
Subtract (KG from Kgl) this gives small "d"
If the weight is a shifted weight subtract where the weight was and where it is now
(Kgl- Kg2) = "d"
Using the formula:- Ggl = w x d = W d (+ ifloaded, - if discharged) (only use W if a
shifted weight) (don't use small d for shifted weight)
If using more than one weight, best to do a Table of moments
Remember these Formulas they are important
KG= KM-GM
GM= KM-KG
KM = KG+ GM
Always add F.S.E. to KG or Subtract it from GM

l

Tables of Moments
Formula for a moment is Weight x KG

Loaded weights
item

weight (tonnes)

Vessel
Grain
Fuel
Water
Stores

100,000
20,000
1,000
300
3·8

Total

21,303.8

kg

8Ametres
2.9 metres
1.5 metres
1.9 metres
3.9 metres

Moment(+)
Loaded
weight (+)

Moment (-)
Discharged
weight (-)

840,000.00
( + ) 58,000.00
( + ) 1,500.00
(+ ) 570 .00
(+ ) 14·82
900,084.82

Total Moments
Total Weight

KG

KG=

900,084.82= 42.24996573
21,303.8

if required to round it up to 3 decimal figures

(KG = 42.250)

Vessels final KG is 42.250 metres, the vessel has more draught and less freeboard

Discharged weights
item

weight (tonnes)

Vessel
Grain
Fuel
Water
Stores

100,000
20,000
1,000
300
3·8

Totals

21,303·8

KG =
£G =

kg

8.4 metres
metres
1.5 metres
1.9 metres
3.9 metres

Total Moments
Total Weight
779,915.18= 36.60920493

Moment (+)
Loaded
weight (+)

Moment (-)
Discharged
weight (-)

840,000.00
( - ) 58,000.00
( - ) 1,500.00
(-) 570 .00
( - ) 14·82
840,000.00
( - ) 60,084.82
779,915·18

60084.82

(

21,303·8
if required to round it up to 3 decimal figures

(KG = 36.609)

Vessels final KG is 36.609 metres, the vessel has less draught and more freeboard

(

(

EguiIibrium
(

Stahle EquiliJJrium

This is how a vessels
stability should be,
'OVith the J),ietacentre
above the Centre of
Gravity, Caution
your vessel is
not a Stiff or Tender
en Stiff
and Tender is Best!

F.o.8~J

l.o.e.

Neutml Equi.librium
This vessel has too
much weight on her
deck, this is usually
caused by Ice
Accretion, but could
be caused by a lot of
things including too
much fish!!!!!
She has NO righting
lever and eventual
capSize

F.o.8.

F.o.C.

Unstable Equilibrium

This Vessel is in a
dangerous condition,
she has a Negative
righting lever and is
re ady to capsize, get
ri d of what ever is on
your deck or put it
down into the hoI d,
this might help put
your vessel into a
stable

,,

F.o.e.

,.-,,

What the Abbreviation stand for

M - Metacentre
G - Centre of Gravity
K- Keel
Gl - Gl is where the Centre of Gravity will go to when heeled by an external force
IF.O.B. - Forces of Buoyancy

F.O.G. - Forces of Gravity

Don't Take Chances - Accidents waiting to Happen

(
A lot offishing vessel are being lost because of the ships stability and
the skippers pushing their vessels to the limits
The vessel becomes fast on an obstruction on the seabed, what does the
skipper do, most trawler skippers gives the vessel all the revs he has
and tries and forces the vessel away from the obstruction
This is the perfect way to loose your vessel and more importantly your
crews lives
More than 50% of the time your going to knock your fishing nets in
atoms (expensive)
Are you going to be responsible enough to go home to their wives and
say it was your fault that you lost your crews lives
If you knock your nets in atoms you are not fishing, so heave your nets
clear ofthe obstruction and once you have check it then shoot away
again and fill your boxes up

\

Gantry height
This is a concern to me, newer types of fishing vessels freeboard are massive and
their gantry's are the same height again above the deck,
if the vessel becomes fast on one side then the height the hanging blocks where the
wires come onboard your vessel will pull your vessel over and probably give you an
unstable equilibrium capsizing your vessel

Think about this !!!!!!

l

A man who is 7 feet tall and weight 15 stones stands upright with his feet together,
you take hold of his arm and pull him from his side, he will keel over because he is
top heavy, try the same with a 3 foot man of the same weight, you'll have a harder
job to get him to keel over, if the hanging blocks are placed as low as possible at the
side of the vessel then chances of capsizing are reduced dramatically
Try this

If y.ou've completed your certificate of competency, you'll know about F.S.E. (Free
Surface Effect) but have you ever felt F.S.E.?

Using a 2 litre plastic lemonade bottle, half fill it with a liquid, and place it on the
palm of your hand, don't grip the bottle, and start a slow rocldng motion with the
bottle, it doesn't take a lot to have the bottle fall off your hand, so therefore F.S.E.
on any boat is lethal, don't let any quantity of water accumulate on your deck or in
any compartment.

Boat's Overloaded

Fishing vessels and merchant navy vessels persistently overload their vessels, a
Naval Architect works out the load-lines for Merchant Navy vessel and the
waterline for fishing vessels, they're there for your safety, when the water-line

j

.-J

hits the water, then your vessel is full, what is left if freeboard and the freeboard is
there to prevent your crew being washed overboard.

In Merchant Navy vessels, the loadlines are the maximum loads for the cargoes
your carrying, this all depends too if your going through a stretch of water that has
a lot of fresh water as this will make your vessel sink further into the water as fresh
water has less density that sea water
Fresh Water has a density of 1.000t/m cubed
Sea Water has a density of 1.025t/ m cubed
Vessel Owners/sldppers have been heavily fined for breaking these guidelines, but
these guidelines are there for your safety.

How to Calculate the Curve from a Stability Booklet

